
Content Marketing for Your Business 
If you’ve never heard the term “content marketing”, it’s a sure bet you’re not using it. 
Yet it is one of the most essential tools and tactics for any business trying to build a 
strong presence online today. 

Step One:  Understanding What Constitutes Content 

“Content” is not just the text in your flyers or your company Newsletter:  It’s 
everything you publish for your target customer on the net.  That doesn’t mean just 
text: It also means social media posts, coupons, photographs, videos, podcasts, 
webinars, teleseminars, and whatever you put in your emails. 

You may not use every type of online content, but you should choose not to use a 
particular type. This should be informed by: 

• How your customers like to get their news and entertainment (the delivery 
system) 

• Whether or not your customers are big mobile users (arguably all are now) 

• Your customers’ most predominant learning style 

• What works best! 

How do you know what works best?  You track it, of course.  You see how many 
people redeem that online coupon, comment on your company blog article or share 
your company’s Facebook post. Most of the material available online about content 
marketing comes from internet entrepreneurs; and many of them are referring 
predominantly to blog posts and articles. The true definition of “online content” 
should stick in your mind as “everything I publish online”. 

And for best effect, it should all work together as a powerful whole, with every piece 
complementing each other so it all purrs along like a well-oiled machine. 

 



 

You see, there are two ways business people go about content marketing:  Let’s 
take a look at some typical examples of the types of actions both people take… 

Person “A” Business Person “B” 

• Has someone create a “set-and-
forget” website – and forgets it 

• Has someone create a blog, with six 
pre-written posts – and forgets it 

• Writes the odd blog post whenever 
she has a minute 

• Doesn’t create a website but does 
create a company Facebook Page.  
Only posts on it when she has news 
of a promotion.  

• Writes if she has a big promotion on 
(usually the day of, or before, the 
promotion) 

• Only posts company achievements 

• Ignores blog and social media 
comments and questions from 
followers (mostly because she 
forgets to check if there is any 
feedback to content she posts) 

• “Tracking?  What’s tracking?” 
 

• Has someone create a website or 
blog and makes a commitment to 
keeping it updated and active 

• Creates other types of balanced 
content, including articles, social 
media posts, eBooks, guest posts, 
the odd webinar, a weekly podcast, 
social media Pages 

• Selects each content platform 
carefully, based on customer 
preference and presence 

• Plans content for the year and 
schedules it 

• Showcases customer or client 
achievements 

• Answers questions on social media 
and maintains a strong, regular 
presence there 

• Regularly tracks customer or client 
response to her content; then 
refines it to suit her audience. 

 

What are your reactions when you read through the two lists? The two most 
common reactions are: 

1. “Uh… “A” is definitely me…” 

2. “Wow. “B” sure looks like a lot of work!  I’m way too busy to do all that.” 

If either answer (or both) resonated with you, this report can definitely help you!  By 
the time you’ve finished reading you’ll know how to stop wasting your time by 
emulating Business Person “A”, as well as how to turn your content marketing into a 
powerful, money and customer relationship generating machine – without spending 
every spare minute on creating content. 



What is more, this report will show you how to accomplish focused content 
marketing goals using: 

• Shortcuts 

• Time-saving strategies 

• A focused plan that will actually take less time and effort than the hit-and-
miss, “A” approach 

The Purpose of Content Marketing 

Before you can make your plan, however, you need to know why you are planning to 
create content for your customers.  This may seem like an obvious statement, but 
when you actually sit down and put thought into it – instead of making a quick 
assumption – you quickly realize there is more to this “why” than you previously may 
have thought. 

You also need to know what content marketing means in 2015.  (There have been 
big changes in online content sharing, usage and searching over the last year 
especially.) 

Your customers are no longer merely a set of demographics – and they know it. The 
relationship between the customer and local businesses has shifted:  It is now your 
customer who knows more about your business than you do about that 
individual. 

You can thank the internet for this.  Your customer: 

• Asks social media buddies (and friends and family) online for 
recommendations  

• Searches actively for a business with your unique set of identifiers 

• Searches business like (and including) yours to disqualify business that don’t 
carry or practice exactly what they want 

• Looks for the best online deals using their mobiles 

• Wants questions answered – and looks for businesses who will answer 

• Looks for the nearest or most conveniently located store of your type – either 
on her PC or on a mobile device 

• Rates your business automatically by using mobile Apps like FourSquare or 
Klout 

• Wants instant information, answers, “best deals” and results 



What this list has just provided you with is a complete overview of consumer buying 
psychology in 2015.  And the typical, mobile-driven “instant results” factor is not to 
be under-rated in business today.  Here’s the scary part: Even your most loyal 
customer will often buy from your competitor – if your competitor has the 
business that instantly answered her question or met the criteria she was searching 
for online (especially by mobile). 

Who is Looking Online to Shop 

Customers are better-educated about where they need to shop (and why it’s the 
best choice “right now”) than ever before – so just going with the flow and hoping the 
right customer finds you (when you don’t even use keywords they are searching with 
online) is simply not going to cut it anymore. 

They know what they are looking for:  They are just trying to find the right information 
about it – or looking for the best deal or the best quality. 

In addition, long-held demographics are changing – the most significant being the 
older demographic.  Senior citizens have finally jumped onto the computer and 
mobile band-wagon in droves as they realize it’s the only way they are ever going to 
connect with younger members of the family (who typically ignore even emails – and 
do all their communicating through social networks like Facebook and Instagram). 

 

Older citizens have discovered they can… 



• Check out the advantages and disadvantages of visiting specific businesses – 
before they ever set foot out the door 

• Search for the easiest or quickest routes to the nearest store type they need 

• Order and pay for tickets online and print them out (eliminating line-ups) 

• Book or reserve seats or tables online (again, eliminating lineups) 

• Order and pay for food online – and have it delivered 

And it’s not just the older demographic.  Any mobile phone user has discovered the 
same benefits – and is now firmly hooked on this new lifestyle.  The same with busy 
professionals and moms on the go. 

In short – everybody! 

And what you can make sure your business has waiting for them:  Great content – 
coupons, specials, discounts, “how-to” posts, FAQs, tutorials, Apps for ordering, 
booking, et cetera – and photos, photos, photos. 

Shortly, we’ll talk more about types of content, but first, let’s take a quick peak at a 
local business who markets with online content effectively… 

Case Study # 1: Oro Restaurant, Toronto, Canada 



 

This Elm Street restaurant has one of the strongest local presences in Toronto – 
thanks to a savvy combination of content on various platforms. 

Let’s start with Oro’s website:  It breaks one rule of good web design immediately by 
using a black background – but the background adds to the feel and ambience they 
are creating with their header (which rotates different views of the restaurant 
interior). 

It also gets right down to business.  What does Oro want you to do?  Reserve a 
table.  More important, what do most Oro customers want to do, when they access 
the restaurant online? That’s right: Reserve a table.   

This restaurant is always packed, and tables are at a premium during peak hours, so 
the booking/reservation App presented on the Home page immediately gives the 
customer what they most want – what they came there to do. 

This page also gathers top marks for prominently featuring a sign up feature – the 
Newsletter – meaning that customers who sign up for the Newsletter are now on 
Oro’s mailing list.  And that mailing list is one of the biggest assets your business 
can ever create and develop. 

So, right from the Home page, customers can take one of three, key actions highly 
convenient to themselves – and guaranteed to result in increased profits for Oro: 



• Make a meal reservation 

• Purchase a gift certificate 

• Sign up for Oro’s newsletter 

But highly convenient though these Apps are, this page in itself is not the be-all and 
end-all of building customer relationships.  And Oro knows this, because they also 
include visual content for their customers to engage the senses – a gallery of meal 
highlights. 

 

 
 

  



Customers can further interact by clicking on each thumbnail for a larger view and 
description of each shot. 

 

Oro also gets top marks for including another section in its menu tabs:  A media 
room (which they call “Showcase”)… 

 

Here, you can read staff profiles, check out their Twitter feeds, sign up for the 
newsletter, read reviews, make reservations (in case you missed that on the Home 
page) and read current news. 

Read through Oro’s website, and you should also be able to see that they have 
laced their written content with keywords – the search terms customers enter into 
Google search bars. 



What Oro could do Better 

They do have a “Menu” section broken down by type (lunch, dinner, groups over 
40, et cetera) – but menus don’t instantly display. Instead, you have to download a 
.PDF – and, worse, for some menus, a .JPG. (Plus one link is actually broken.) 

Most people would find this a frustrating obstruction – especially if they are out and 
about, and want to quickly check out the menu on their mobiles. 

 

(The big rule with creating content for mobile users:  The fewer the clicks, the 
better!) 

They do feature a map – but it’s simply anchor text; and so small, blending in with 
the address, that the word “map” (and the fact that it is actually anchor text; i.e. a 
link) is easy to miss unless you mouse over it.  

Still, it’s included, so marks for that. 

 

  



They can actually thank their customer reviewers for their #2 position in a random, 
generic Google search for “Toronto restaurants” – Google reviews are pure SEO 
gold for those in any form of the hospitality business!  

 

This top ranking is actually more impressive than the “top” advertised results. 
(Searchers tend to mentally skip over ads and literally not even “see” them). 

Featuring a short review on their Home page would also be a good strategy, 
since it would instantly give visitors an idea of what sort of experience they can 
expect, if they book a meal. But they missed this opportunity, putting reviews not 
even in a main “Reviews” tab, but instead in a sub-section under the “Showcase” 
tab. 

Oro restaurant increases 
their chance of prompting 
and gaining even more 
reviews by creating a 
“Review” section on their 
website and featuring 
published reviews within it 
(although it would be more 
effective if “Reviews” was a 
main menu tab, rather than 
a sub-menu tab.  

On the whole, however, this is a strong website in terms of SEO1 and function. 
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Let’s also take a look at what has helped them reach #2 position for “Toronto 
restaurants”… 

Step Two: Where to Place your Content 

If you thought that content equaled only blog posts or website page text, nothing 
could be further from the truth.  There are many ways online to create and display 
content.  Let’s take a look at the most important… 

Directories and Apps 

Results appear from several popular Directory Apps – essential to retail or hospitality 
establishments. 

On directories such as TripAdvisor.ca, much of the content is actually created by 
customers (e.g. photographs of menu items, reviews) – but notice also one crucial 
feature:  Trip Advisor has moved Oro up in the ranks for having: 

• A telephone number 

• A website 

• Email 

• Menus 

• Frequent updates 

 



If Oro hadn’t provided these online, their ranking would suffer as a result. 

But TripAdvisor is a generous directory.  Others depend on you, the business owner, 
to “claim” your site in their listings, upload photographs of your business 
premises and menu items, and fill in any blanks such as website URL, email 
address, et cetera. 

(Do this immediately, if you haven’t yet claimed any directory listings for your 
business!)   

The last thing you want visitors to see is a “blank” listing and the notification: “If you 
are the owner of this listing, you can claim it by…” 

Top directories are: 

• FourSquare 

• TripAdvisor 

• Yelp 

• Urban Spoon 

There are many more – some of them will be specific to your country, state or area. 
Some will be specific to certain conditions (e.g. gluten free or vegan listings only.) 

And many of these directories (Apps themselves) provide their users with user-
oriented Apps to easily search for businesses like yours.  To find directories in your 
area you might already be listed within, simply enter your restaurant or hotel name in 
Google: Then click on each directory link to see if you can optimize your listing by 
adding your own photo content or anchor text. 

Find out the Apps your customers are already 
using:  Then make sure you sign up and list your 
business.   

For example, if your customers want to make 
bookings or reservations, you could do as 
restaurants like Oro do – use Open Table.  (They 
will provide you with a widget, such as the one 
appearing on Oro’s home page.) 

Apps make it easy to provide the content your customers crave:  They are instantly 
populated with the right keywords and interactive functions. 

Finally, there is one other instant action you can take – signing up for social 
networks and making sure you regularly update your content (posts) on your social 
profiles or Pages.  



Other popular Apps include: 

• Groupon  – Allows you to create discounts, sell tickets, accept payments and 
more. (Research Groupon carefully – it is often not the right choice for smaller 
business.) 

• Spring -- Allows your customers to turn their debit and credit card use into 
rewards 

• Belly -- Allows you to create a loyalty rewards program for your customers 

• FiveStars -- Another rewards App similar to Belly. 

• Spot On -- Yet another rewards App – but this one lets you link mobile 
rewards with actual rewards cards. You are also able to send offers directly to 
your customers’ social networks 

 

Remember, content is not just about “text” or “articles”.  Content is anything your 
customer can: 

• See 

• Read 

• Interact with 

And that includes coupons, Apps and more. 



When it comes to content, interactivity is a big watch-word in today’s mobile-driven, 
internet-based culture.  If you don’t have at least one App on your website that is 
highly attuned to and aligned with your customers’ habits, you are missing a huge 
opportunity for engagement, relationship building – and sales. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our analysis may not seem to be entirely about “content” or “content marketing” – 
but make no mistake:  ANY sort of content created – by you or anyone else – about 
or for your business is crucial to Google SEO. 

And top SEO is how your business will ultimately be found. 

SEO2 

Let’s talk a little more about SEO before we turn our attention to social networking 
content. 

What if your business doesn’t have anything to do with retail or hospitality?  What if it 
is a service-based, B2B business, with clients instead of customers? 

The same principles apply: 

1. Create a strong website, showing clients the top three most important 
pieces of information on your home page 

2. Include 1-3 customer reviews, testimonials or recommendations on 
your Home page (you can insert this in a widget). 

3. Make sure your logo, graphics and colors reflect the mood and tone 
you want to create 

4. Add relevant sections in your menu tabs, and make sure your main 
menu tabs are “above the fold” (i.e. not below the screen, when the page 
opens up in a mobile or PC browser).   

Keep it simple:  Use as few tabs as possible! 
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“First you have to get the girls and boys 
you like to want to play with you. Then 

you just make sure they have fun.”  
– Leo, age 6 years 



5. Sign up for at least one App your client uses – or have an App created 
for your client to use.  (It should make her life easier; and she should want 
to return regularly to your site to use.) 

6. Claim your listing in local, national and relevant international 
directories – especially trade-specific or industry-specific directories.   

As with our restaurant example, you can quickly find out which these are 
by entering your business type plus city in Google’s search bar – and 
seeing what comes up at the top of the Google listings. You will find that 
some directories (such as FourSquare) are the same as with a retail listing 
– and some are different. 

 

7. Promote yourself – Using press releases or offering yourself as a guest 
columnist or interviewee will also land your business at the top of local 
listings for your business type. 

 

8. Create and maintain a social networking presence – If you provide 
B2B services, you will absolutely want to create a presence on LinkedIn, a 
serious social networking directory that still caters largely to professionals 
– as well as with Google for Business.  

 

And you may (or may not) wish to create social presences on other 
networks – depending on where your client base “hangs out”. 



Social Networks 

Let’s tackle the elephant of social networking 
before we get into the nuances of article 
writing, press releases, graphics and the like. 

It is true that many small businesses today 
omit the step of website creation – in fact, omit 
all other online presences except one: 
Creating a Facebook Page.  Many claim this 
is enough of a web presence, but it’s like being 
Indiana Jones with access to a treasure, and 
not being able to bring any back. 

Social networking alone can get you to the top of Google’s search ranking for your 
business type and location – but you need to make sure that the attention you 
garner is that of paying customers or clients. 

If your annual profit after Facebook Page creation gave you an extra two per cent 
per year, working out to $100,000 but you could increase your sales twelve per cent 
more by adding a website, two other social network Pages or profiles, and making 
sure you claimed directory listings, wouldn’t you do so for that extra $12,000 clear 
profit per year? (And if your plans include expansion, quite probably even more?) 

You might think it’s all about ROI3 -- what you spend versus what that spending 
brings you in return revenue and – more important – profits. And that’s certainly one 
way of measuring:  But it’s also about building relationships and a sterling 
reputation with your clients, if you’re going for the long-term win over your 
competitors. 

The difference can be best explained this way: 

Mr. A. and Mr. B. both open a hamburger stand.  Mr. A. serves fantastic hamburgers 
quickly and “A’s Hamburgers” becomes known in his area as the place to stop on 
your way up to the cottage for a great meal.  He builds his business slowly over 
several years and in time, “A’s Hamburgers” provides him with enough to retire on 
as he hands the business over to his two sons.  The sons make some changes, as 
children often do when asserting their adulthood, and over the next ten years, the 
place has lost its sparkle.  People stop in for the occasional burger but are prone to 
saying nostalgically: “Do you remember when Mr. A. was alive?” 

Mr. B. also serves fantastic hamburgers and is Mr. A’s strongest competition in their 
area.  But Mr. B. has a bigger vision.  He comes up with not only a fantastic 
hamburger, but a strong business identity that doesn’t just rest on his name and 
personality – he creates the Big Monster combo – and he delivers this at twice the 
speed of his competitor.   
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Both men advertised their businesses, but where Mr. A. did the minimum required, 
advertising-wise (and did it through “traditional” means like newspaper ads and local 
radio spots) Mr. B. added social networking and advertised through his social 
networks as well as locally.  He also added a mobile App to allow customers to 
order in advance on their way to the cottage, so they could pick up their meals in 
seconds by going through the “V.I.P.” line.  This line-up sometimes stretched 
hundreds of feet, but moved so quickly (thanks to young, energetic, well-trained 
staff) that people thought nothing of using it. 

Both men are good businessmen.  Both build a good reputation.  Mr. A. has more of 
a connection with his customers on a personal level (when he’s actually there – 
which he is less and less as he grows older, his health declines and the business 
strains to meet demand) but where Mr. A. has that one-on-one connection, Mr. B. 
knows his customer’s biggest need much more intimately – and that need isn’t to 
have a nice chat:  It is “to grab that piping hot meal and take it to a picnic bench 
provided by the burger stand; have it eaten in less than fifteen minutes; and be back 
on the road again so I can spend more time at the cottage this weekend”. 

Both are building reputations and serving customer needs – but what happens in the 
case of Mr. B. is this:  His targeting is so effective, he ends up going “national” – with 
several hundred more outlets across the country. Where Mr. A. makes a hundred 
thousand or so, Mr. B.’s chain is making millions. 

This is not to say that Mr. B. is more of a “success”, though he is certainly making 
more money.  You might prefer to be a Mr. A rather than a Mr. B. and there is 
nothing wrong with that.  

But both these examples are based on specific, real people.  Mr. B. was happy with 
his life, as was Mr. A.: Both achieved their personal goals for their business.  But 
where Mr. A. worked until the day he died and never did manage to enjoy the 
retirement he planned for so carefully, Mr. B. retired at age forty-two – and 
thoroughly enjoyed his retirement for many years. 



 

Mr. A. developed heart problems and hypertension, working from 4 a.m. every 
morning until late at night, whereas Mr. B. enjoyed a healthy lifestyle and good 
health.  Mr. A. in later years complained of being driven by his business, just to 
compete, where Mr. B. drove his business. 

Decide where you are on the scale between these two entrepreneurs and go for it.  
But do it proactively, like Mr. B – even if being a “Mr. A” is more appealing to you.  
You don’t need to be reactive, struggling to keep up with your own “Mr. B.” You can 
be proactive, and make the most money and best reputation for the least amount of 
physical, emotional strain.  

Know your goals for your business: 

• Over the next year 

• Over the next five years 

• Over the next ten years 

• Over the next decade 

• Until you retire (and when you want that to be) 

Most of all, know what your customers need and want right now – and provide it 
to them easily, in places where they hang out:  Which nowadays will most likely be 
(a) on Social networks (b) at the end of a mobile device or computer – even if they’re 
doing this on the way to the cottage. 

Today’s consumer economy is ruthlessly centered on the customer, who is not 
interested in having that nice chat with Mr. A. unless: 



a) He’s a fishing guide, and they are out on a lake together on a lazy summer 
day during the client’s vacation OR… 

b) They are chatting on a social network 

Let’s take a look at the most popular types of social networks – and what sort of 
content you should create for each one. 

1. Facebook 

If you do nothing else, do create that Facebook page – especially if you own any sort 
of retail or hospitality business.  Social presences (and websites) are not only about 
connecting with the ideal paying customer, they are also nowadays about telling 
your story – creating a strong identity in your customer’s mind: One that will make 
them choose you over your biggest competitor – even if you’re Mr. A. (not Mr. B.) 

People who visit your Facebook Page most likely want to know: 

• The answers to questions 

• Whether or not they can trust you 

• Whether or not you really are an expert in your industry 

• Whether or not you have something they can use  

• Whether or not you can offer them a “big benefit” – something that makes it 
worthwhile to visit your business – not your competitor’s 

The best way to familiarize yourself with how to create a strong Facebook Page your 
fans will love is to take a look at successful local business Facebook Pages – so as 
an example, let’s use… 

 

2. Google+ 

Another Page you should create (no matter what type of business you run) is your 
free Google+ for Business page. 



  

Google+ is Google’s answer to Facebook and they have gone out of their way to 
cater to mobile and computer users. 

It is easy to create your Google+ Page – but you need to know exactly what content 
your customers or clients most want to see. 

You also need to know which Google+ category to select for your business Page.  
You can choose between five categories:  

• Product or Brand 

• Company, Institution or Organization 

• Local Business or Place 

• Arts 

• Entertainment or Sports 

• Other.  

Select the “Local Business or Place” category, if you want the content you provide 
on your Google+ Page to appear not only in Google search results but also on  
Google maps.  



Ex. Algonquin Outfitters maintains an optimized Google+ Page to complement their: 

• Website 

• YouTube account 

• Facebook Page 

 

Note, however, that although posts are made at regular intervals, they are not as 
active as the company’s Facebook Page and there is little customer interaction – a 
sure sign either that their customer demographic prefers Facebook or their posts 
don’t contain personalized, strong content.  (And if you take a closer look, they are 
more in the nature of formal announcements – in spite of the main poster’s usage of 
“I” rather than the generic “we” of the Facebook Page.) 

What creating a Google+ presence does automatically give them, however, is a 
very strong, optimized presence in Google+ Local results – along with a display of 
strong reviews. 

3. Twitter 

As you can see by the sharing icons on their website, Algonquin Outfitters (below) 
has also created a Twitter account – and top marks to them, again, for optimizing 
their Twitter profile page with their website colors and logo. However, the logo is not 
the one we’ve become familiar with – even just through this report:  It is a brand new 
one, obviously concocted to address the problem of their main logo just not being 
easily identifiable at Twitter’s tiny allowed icon display size.  As a result, people 



looking for them may decline this result, thinking it’s a different company:  But those 
who go to the trouble of checking their actual Twitter profile will quickly see familiar 
colors and posts that confirm this is indeed the right Algonquin Outfitters. 

 

(The problem is:  Not many people will go that extra confirmation step – the goal of 
making connection as easy as possible with the least number of clicks should still 
trump details like poor Twitter display.  

But this is a great argument for making sure that any logo you design works at the 
smallest sign – also keeping mobile screens in mind.) 

When you make a commitment to post micro-blog posts of 140 characters or less on 
Twitter, you are also making a commitment to do so every do. If inspiration fails you, 
write a batch of 365 Twitter tweets relevant to your customers all in one go – and 
select at will, if you’ve nothing else to tweet about one day. 

Share videos, photographs and links to your latest contests, events, promotions and 
blog posts.  If your audience is to be found on Twitter, you can’t lose – and you can 
install a Twitter sharing button and widget displaying your latest tweets right on your 
website. 

4. LinkedIn 

Linked in is meant for business professionals who wish to network within a field or 
industry: 



• Looking for traditional employment 

• Looking for clients or short-term contracts 

• Offering employment 

• Looking for peer support and endorsement 

When creating a profile or Page on any social network, you need to ask yourself 
crucial questions. 

• “Why do people use this particular network?  How do they use it?” 

• “What is my goal for creating a presence here?” 

One of the most common reasons people use LinkedIn, as we mentioned earlier:  
B2B connection.  If your business involves recreation, rather than attracting potential 
clients, you may wish to create a presence for other reasons: 

• Attracting potential employees 

• Sending people directly to your website or other most active social Page 

• Showcasing products 

• Creating a Group 

Algonquin Outfitters’ presence on LinkedIn is nothing more than that – a presence.  
And, while they do use strong keywords, they are basically providing an overview –
company information and a bio.  Their “Products” page is a repeat of their “Home” 
Page. 

This helps if your banker is looking you up, but it would be unwise to invest much 
time if that’s about all who will access your Page. 

We almost learn too much.  We learn that Algonquin Outfitters is still a Sole 
Proprietorship, in spite of having “51-200 Employees”.  Where is their “Careers” 
page (tab). 

Where is rich media content such as photographs?  Where is input from some of 
those 51-200 employees – and why are only 10 listed as connections? 

One way you can really give your Company page a boost is by adding your 
employees as connections, if you have employees, and encouraging them to use 
LinkedIn.  Active posts will appear on your company Page, eliminating the dreaded 
“blank space” under a company slug – so if you do create a presence on LinkedIn, 
make sure you have a representative (or yourself) committed to updating your 
Company Page feed regularly. 



Here is how you can create more LinkedIn content – and have connections engage 
with yours: 

• Find your Customers or Clients on LinkedIn.  Add them as connections 
and be sure they know about your new Company Page. 

• Add Product Reviews to your Company Page.  If you regularly receive 
great product reviews from clients or customers who have connected with you 
on LinkedIn, this is probably the most effective content you can feature – 
even if you do nothing else. 

• Mix your content types.  LinkedIn allows you to post photographs, links, 
contests and even documents.   

• Use LinkedIn posts to send people to your blog posts (if your website is 
WordPress based) 

• Check out Groups your connections are involved in. Join any that seem 
relevant to your business and business goals.  Regularly contribute content in 
the form of resources, opinions, responses, and comments.   

(Check to see that these Groups are active first – many are not.) 

Introduce yourself.  Once you have participated for a while and the most 
active Group members know who you are, go back to older Group posts, find 
the ones with the most activity and see if you can contribute a new insight, 
resource, comment, opinion, et cetera. 

Use third-party social media management Apps such as HootSuite, if posts to 
other social networks such as Facebook and Twitter would be relevant in your 
LinkedIn feed.   

(These third-party management Apps work by allowing you to automatically post 
the same content to multiple networks.)  

While that certainly is one way to ensure all social networks are populated with 
content, it is always better if: 

a) You are on a particular network when you post in it; and can wait at least 
ten-fifteen minutes in case there are responses 

b) You optimize posts specifically for each network – and your goals for each 
of these networks 

How to Super-Power your Social Networks and Website 

These are the main social networks used by local companies where you can post 
visual and textual content – but the two you most likely should invest in are 



Facebook and Google+ (the latter because of its ties with YouTube and Google+ 
Local – and ratings Apps like Foursquare and Yelp). 

The best way to make sure you get maximum mileage out of your social networking 
consists of adopting the following habits religiously: 

1. Feature interactive content such as quizzes, short surveys and polls on 
your social Pages – and website, like hair salon, Milios.  

 

Polls like these can help you please your customers by featuring more of a 
popular product and topics around it; or help you know which specials to 
create.   

(Note the Home page also features an interactive shopping cart, so non-
local fans can purchase from them online.) 

2. Place sharing icons from all the social networks you maintain an active 
presence on visibly on your website – like hair salon, Palladium.  

 

3. Run a contest on your social Pages or website like Regis Salons.   (And 
remember to share and cross-promote from social networks to website, or 
vice versa.) 



 

4. Use Social Apps and networks like  Pinterest and Instagram to display 
and share your relevant, customer-pleasing photographs. Others will 
endorse or share your content themselves if you choose visually beautiful or 
dramatic photographs – and your website will be credited, increasing your 
Google ranking.  

However you mix up and cross promote your website and social sites – and 
whatever types of content you use – do remember to: 

a) Know your goals and objectives 

b) Create a plan, a schedule and a calendar for content creation and sharing 

c) Assign content to specific campaigns you are running 

d) Track and analyze content performance! 

Step Three: Tracking and Advertising 

The importance of tracking, analysis and fine-tuning your content cannot be 
underestimated.  The traditional way – and one that increases love from Google – is 
to sign up for Google Analytics.  When you do this, you are given a unique piece of 
Java code generated just for your site.  Place it in the footer of every page you want 
tracked (especially your home page).   

Then learn about Google Analytics; how to read your results, how to split-test 
various website or content elements (headline, graphics, etc.). 

But that can be a little confusing and it definitely takes time.  (Install the code 
anyway!) 

The big, huge advantage of most major social networks is that they too provide 
native tracking – so you don’t even have to leave that network to see results of your 
content such as: 

• Details about your actual social Page audience 

• How your sponsored posts are performing 



• How many impressions these get (people accessing them) 

• Your content’s “reach” 

• How many clicks, Likes, interactions and shares you get 

• How many followers you have acquired in a set period 

• Your posts’ engagement ratings (how many people commented, replied, et 
cetera) 

• How many Page Views your page gathered 

• Demographics about your industry, region, employees 

And many more statistics of these types. 

Not every network has all the same data – but whatever they choose to include, you 
can bet it’s highly relevant to increasing your content power on those networks. 
(After all, it’s to their advantage to help you reach as many targeted people as you 
can, so these visitors will in turn share your content with more targeted people. 

In addition to basic native tracking suites, most top social networks also allow 
deeper tracking if you advertise with them.  Social media ads are usually affordable 
– particularly boosted or sponsored posts and stories.  (The Golden Rule of 
boosting (i.e. monetizing) is:  Boost the posts that get the most interaction – not 
ones that are doing poorly!) 

Facebook Insights recently underwent a highly successful overhaul and now 
provides the easiest, most useful tracking through their “Page Insights” (which you 
won’t have to look for!)  You will be able to access Facebook Insights after you have 
reached a set number of “Likes” – and that won’t take long, if you spend $5-20 to 
boost any of your first posts, and share news of your page across: 

• Your personal Facebook personal profile (preferably to customer-oriented 
Interest Lists and customer-populated Facebook Groups) 

• Your website or blog 

• Other social networks you belong to 

• Your offline news platforms – your physical Newsletter; business card; 
company flyers, store window and so on. 

(Remember to use those sharing icons when you cross-promote your content!  
Every social network will have instructions, videos or tutorials on how to easily 
create these.) 



LinkedIn, Pinterest, Twitter, YouTube and Google+ all offer advertising and tracking 
too.  

Well, we’ve covered just about everything – with one glaring omission...   

Step Five:  Writing, Writing, Writing: Articles, eBooks and more 

It used to be that “content” meant written articles. Nowadays, to read the news, 
you’d think that was out the window in favor of Instagram or Facebook alone. 

But it’s not.  What you write online equals what people hear when they meet 
you in person.  You can turn away aloofly – or you can sit down with them and 
engage in a fascinating conversation that leaves them entertained, moved, 
enlightened or uplifted. 

Think about it. If you want to make friends with someone, you don’t send Joe the 
Impersonator in to get to know them for you:  You sit down and have that 
conversation yourself.  And the more real and honest you are – and the better you 
listen and respond – the more the right person will be attracted to you. 

It’s the same with your business:  You want them to 
know your business as an entity with a strong identity:  
As a persona, almost.  Your new fan or customer 
should feel not only that they know all about you and 
what you’re about, but that you totally understand them 
and appreciate their challenges, priorities and 
passions. 

You achieve this by being transparent but by focusing 
your writing (and other content) to support your 
company’s identity.  (In other words, you don’t talk to 
them about boxing if the main reason they visit your 
store is to buy a new crochet hook.) 

So we return, full-circle, to the beginning: Know your customer – her feelings and 
challenges, loves, likes, dislikes and needs.  Know what drives her; which goal she 
is chasing.  And help her get there. 

And share your voice honestly – let her hear your real voice, not some smooth 
corporate gobbledygook or how rotten your day was (unless you have a Fix for it – 
one she can empathize with and use!) 

Your local business does have a “voice” – whether you realize this or not.  And the 
more focused you are on your customer and your goals, the clearer that voice will 
be. 



If you love writing, you are going to really enjoy creating content – it’s time to write! If 
you panic at the thought of writing a postcard, then by all means outsource your 
writing. 

Hire a professional ghostwriter, copywriter or VA4 who: 

a) Has verifiable experience in writing the sort of content you want created 

b) Understands the importance of “voice” and is able to faithfully speak for you 

c) Comes with checkable references 

Hiring a freelance professional frees you from the hassle of hiring and managing 
employees – and you are giving work to a business professional like yourself who 
specializes in (and loves) writing content – leaving you free to invest your energy in 
that part of your business where you generate money. 

Using the right outsourcing professionals can actually save you time and make you 
money. 

You can outsource single elements of your content creation or the entire package 
(e.g. installing Apps for you and writing their content; supplying you with custom 
photographs; creating YouTube videos)  – social networking, website creation, blog 
post writing, article marketing and their cross promotion.   

You can forego the human connection and buy ready-made templates.  You can 
hire a professional coder to create a custom app that will please your unique, 
specific clients.   

You can hire a ghostwriter or copywriter for all or just part of your writing. 

You can hire an ad company or a social media management company – or simply 
just a competent VA experienced in the areas you need covered. 

There’s always a solution, when it comes to content creation. 

Using Other People’s Work 

One thing you must beware of, however, is how you use other people’s creations.  
If you hire a designer, ghostwriter or photographer, be aware that you only own the 
copyright to the actual, physical or digital piece created for you – the creator still 
retains copyright (it reverts back to them with your single use).  So if you want to 
secure the copyright – which is always wise – designate either in their contract or in 
your hiring email that they agree the work they create is a “work-for-hire” and that 
all rights go to you. 

                                                
4 Virtual Assistant 



You may also hear about “content curation”.  This is where you display a certain 
type of works (e.g. photos of pigeons) that you have collected from other peoples’ 
sites.  If you have any doubt that it is meant to be shared, be sure to simply request 
permission to include it in your (unpaid) collection.  (You can never include other 
people’s work in collections that are actually for sale unless you have a license, 
copyright release or work-for-hire agreement on file.) 

Always credit others for work you do share – and they will in most cases extend the 
same courtesy to you. 

How to Share Written Content 

If you love writing, create a WordPress blog and 
update it at least twice a week.  Try a mix of 
article types – Opinion, “How-to”, retrospectives, 
hot industry topics, profiles of other experts – this 
is a great way to boost your Google ranking and 
your authority status with your clients or 
followers. 

Also try a mix of lengths (see which types and 
lengths of posts your followers, clients and 
visitors prefer – i.e. comment on). 

Spice up your posts with graphics, audio clips or the occasional video.   

(You can find plugins for your WordPress dashboard that will help you easily 
embed and display different media types.) 

• Write to “one person” – write as if you’re talking to someone you like and 
know well. Picture a typical customer or client in your head – and write your 
post for them. 

• Go for quality – not quantity.  No one wants to hear you pontificate on Life.  
They want you to solve their problem or share a magic solution or tip; or 
show them the way out of a dilemma.  Or just make them laugh, knowing 
you “understand” 

• Use strong headlines containing your keyword for that post topic 

• Keep sentences short and clear 

• Keep paragraphs short 

• Use Sub-heads to break up your text 



• Avoid clichés like the plague (and yes: “like the plague” was a cliché.)5 

• Do away with flowery adjectives and adverbs:  Instead, try a different 
way to say what you want to say, if you find you have to use either 

• Invite guest authors to write posts for you (it’s a great way to please your 
readers – and give yourself a break) 

• Write guest posts for industry peers (and your clients or customers, if 
they have a suitable blog or website! 

• Make sure your blog posts always invite your readers to take some 
sort of action. (“Share this…”, “What would you have done?”, “Buy now”, 
and so forth.)  

• Claim your Google authorship   

In addition to blog posts, also consider writing (or outsourcing): 

• Articles for online directories – Make sure these are industry-specific – 
type [your keyword: e.g. “figure skating costumes”] and the word 
“directories” in Google to find directories for your particular industry or 
company specialty 

• Articles for local publications – Newspapers, trade magazines, church 
bulletins 

• Courses – either for local workshops you can offer for free (or paid) – or for 
your email list. 

• An eBook 

Nothing raises your validity, credibility and expert status as much as being a 
published author.  And self-publishing is now big business; the old stigma against 
it is removed and you rarely hear the term “vanity publishing” any more.  More and 
more people every day read digital books on a variety of mobile devices and 
tablets – and the platforms that publish them are still hungry for more content. 

You can outsource your eBook text creation (as well as formatting and upload – 
just make sure you observe the rules of the platform you are creating it for:  E.g. 
Kobo or Amazon Kindle). 

Or you can just write the text – and outsource everything else, including formatting 
and promotion. 

                                                
5 Read “http://www.marketingprofs.com/chirp/2014/24221/top-50-overused-words-in-press-releases-
infographic”  
 



Or you can have an objective professional proof and/or edit it for you, when you’ve 
finished your final draft (recommended – but check their credentials and 
references!) 

Just make sure that your finished eBook is as polished as it can be. 

But no matter what type of content you plan to create, also plan to: 

• Plan 

• Promote 

• Engage and interact with your followers, visitors, fans, customers or clients 

The real secret of successful content creation:  Produce a steady, regular flow of 
varying content (that’s where your planning – and plugins like WordPress’ Editorial 
Calendar – comes in).   

And number one:  Be there when your fans and clients respond. 


